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For more on this topic, go to www.dentaleconomics.com and search using the following key words: Dental 
Practice Optimization, Sikka Software, Marvin Berlin, Sikka support team. 

How much of your life do you spend reminding your patients that they owe for treatment they have already 
received? Do you look up the ledger of each patient scheduled for that day and write his or her accounts 
receivable information on a schedule? Is this the information with which the front office person is told to 
collect? Do you do this for every patient every single morning, all month long, all year long? 

Wouldn?t you prefer to walk into your practice each morning to find a morning meeting report waiting for 
you, listing the patients scheduled that day with their accounts receivable information ready? This might free 
you up to research patients who are due for treatment that you diagnosed three, six, or 12 months ago. 

Newly developed software technology can do all that and more. It?s called Dental Practice Optimizer® by 
Sikka Software, and it?s very slick. While you sleep, it will refresh data and send reports via e-mail to the 
contacts you choose ? all automatically. All of our partners and key staff receive an e-mail every morning 
that gives an accurate ?snapshot? of where we are financially. 

Click here to enlarge image 

 
 

This newly developed software technology is loaded with printable reports. Each can be configured to be 
sent to one or more e-mail addresses, at intervals you choose. You can e-mail the ?Morning Meeting 
Report? to your office manager, ?AR Vital Signs? and ?Insurance Aging? to your insurance coordinator, and 
?Remaining Insurance Benefits,? ?Treatment Plan Report,? and ?Pending Procedure Report? to your 
treatment coordinator ? all automatically overnight. 

You can send reports daily, weekly or monthly to the designated recipients. Of course, my favorites are the 
marketing reports. 
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Each of these reports represents a powerful time saving analysis that is certain to change your life by freeing 
you up to be more productive. 

The automatic features of Dental Practice Optimizer® after setup are great, but what happens when 
something is not automatic ? when you can?t find that one report you really need, when you need to 
customize the morning meeting report, or you need to create a custom query and you just can?t figure it 
out? 

This is where this software shines. You simply call any of the account managers at Sikka Software and let 
them know what you want and they will do the rest. We use tons of custom reports that we find essential for 
group practice. Sikka has more than 50 years of combined experience in dental offices and has amassed a 
wealth of information, sample letters, queries, and every possible business analysis imaginable. 

There?s no waiting around either. They join us real time on our computers and walk us through producing 
and getting the results we ask for at no extra charge. It?s all part of our subscription. It seems that no matter 
how tough the challenge is, Dental Practice Optimizer® and the Sikka Support Team are up to it and always 
find a solution. We couldn?t function without DPO and Sikka. 

Dr. Marvin Berlin is the heart and soul of mckinneydentist.com, one of the most productive and profitable 
dental practices in America. He graduated from the University of Texas in 1984 with a Bachelor of Business 
Administration degree in management and marketing. He completed his doctorate at Baylor College of 
Medicine in Dallas. 
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Leadership: Who needs it? 

by Robert Spiel, MBA 

 
 

 
 

For more on this topic, go to www.dentaleconomics.com and search using the following key words: 
economic times, leadership, key performance indicators, financial plan. 

There is no question that a significant economic storm has beset our nation. What we sometimes forget 
during times like this is that economies expand and contract, and it is the contractions that lay the 
groundwork for the later expansion. The same can be said with practices — dental practice leaders who 
view this as an opportunity to improve, and then act as a team on the opportunities presented, will be 
stronger and more productive. 

What then can dental practice leaders do today to lead their teams effectively and seize the opportunity this 
provides? 
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1) Understand your role as a leader. 

During times of uncertainty, clear and even-handed leadership is absolutely critical to overcome the 
difficulties and come out stronger. We all remember the active role Rudy Giuliani took after 9/11 when his 
leadership was palpable and felt by New Yorkers and the world. Leadership provided the internal resilience 
needed to face the situation, not be overcome by it, and ultimately become stronger from it. The lesson is 
true in any time of uncertainty: Leadership makes all the difference. 

2) Don't buy into fear. 

Dentistry is 99% an emotional experience for patients, and a practice charged with a positive atmosphere is 
tangible to patients. Likewise, fear is your number one enemy because it can infect the staff, be felt by 
patients, and reflect in the work performed in the practice. Negativity feeds on itself, and creates a 
downward cycle. 

If you want to take this council to heart, turn off the TV and stop palpitating at the gyrations in the stock 
market. This is not council to put your head in the sand — rather a reminder that the media plays off of fears, 
and we don't have to be manipulated by them. 

Have the confidence in your abilities and the capabilities of your team to remain positive, upbeat, and 
focused on providing excellent dental care in a warm and professional environment. Patients stay with a 
practice largely because of how they feel when they are in the office or on the phone with your staff. They 
want to feel welcome, cared for, valued, and surrounded by positive people — particularly during times of 
uncertainty. 

3) Know where you are. 

W. Edwards Deming, father of the modern quality movement, taught, “To know what to do, you have to 
know where you are.” That is a simple, profound truth. Case in point, I was visiting with a practice owner last 
month who was convinced his hygiene cancellations were over 50% the last few months. He had no data to 
substantiate that — just a hunch. In bringing the lead hygienist into the office to discuss this trend, we 
discussed how cancellations had been about 30% for September and October, but were now back around 
10%. She then said that this trend had happened throughout the two years she had been with the practice, 
and that the months of September and October were always slow. 

While clearly this practice has some room to improve in working their recare list, the fact is they didn't know 
where they were. Had the practice been tracking and trending a simple metric like cancellation rates for the 
past few years, the trend discussed here wouldn't have sounded alarm bells for the owner, and the practice 
would have already brought its cancellation numbers down. 

As a practice leader, it is more important than ever to know where you are so you know what to do and what 
to work on. If you have not incorporated these tools into your practice-management style, now is the time: 

Practice budget — Not having a practice budget is like walking into the operatory and not having a 
treatment plan. A budget acts as the financial template for your practice and will alert you to positive and 
negative changes in your performance. Yet 80% of all dental practices in the United States do not operate 
on a budget. When times are flush, a budget may seem like a nuisance. When times get lean, a budget is an 
absolute necessity. Create a budget and hold yourself accountable to it. For help with an easy-to-use budget 
template, go to SpielConsulting.com. 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) — KPIs are summary data that provide a quick and clear picture of 
how your practice is performing and trending. KPIs are analogous to the gauges on car and truck 
dashboards that tell the driver how the four critical systems in the vehicle are performing. If you've ever 
driven a car with a broken gas gauge, that is what it's like to run a practice without KPIs — you are always 
guessing and are never quite sure how you're doing. 
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KPIs are absolutely essential in good times and bad. They can be as simple as tracking critical 
measurements on a whiteboard the whole staff can see, to using Excel spreadsheets, to the sophistication 
of Sikka Software. If you haven't discovered the magic of KPIs, now is the time. Simple KPI formulas and 
benchmarks can also be found at SpielConsulting.com. 

Patient feedback benchmark — Do you know how the people who keep you in business view the 
strengths and areas of improvement for your practice? Do you have a method to find out, and do you use it 
consistently? Larry Wintersteen of Wintersteen and Associates wrote about the power of repeatedly 
soliciting patient feedback in the November 2006 issue of Dental Economics® (visit 
www.dentaleconomics.com). 

Do you know what it is like to be a patient in your practice? The results will surprise, enlighten, and empower 
you. And the process of asking will impress your patients, and may even help you deal with some unhappy 
patients you weren't aware of. 

Put a personal financial plan in place — Lastly, if you are feeling totally overwhelmed by personal 
finances, don't delay. Find an excellent financial planner to help sort things out and create a plan. Just 
remember, one of the keys to living a happy life is to learn to live on less than you earn. The best financial 
planner in the world cannot make money for a client who spends all or more than he or she takes home. 

4) Seize the opportunity, and then set a proactive action plan in motion. 

Good times mask poor business practices. Bad times bring them to the surface. Times of uncertainty 
provide the springboard for tomorrow — if we make a plan and execute it. Studies have shown that during 
times of crisis and uncertainty, people are much more willing to adapt to new ways of doing things rather 
than cling to relics of the past. How can this time be used to create change within your practice? 

The word proactive means that we act based upon our values and vision — not react based upon our 
emotions. What plan can you create based upon your values and vision for yourself and your practice? What 
can you do to develop and train your staff? Do you need to rediscover the power of internal marketing? How 
about your external marketing? Is its message clear and consistent with your brand? Are you spending 
those dollars effectively? Can you build your relationship with your patients? What opportunity does this give 
to refine your systems, define your office staff roles and goals, and improve practice communication? Are 
there financing options you haven't looked at, like Chase Health Advance, that will give you another avenue 
to sell affordability? 

Most practices don't plan to fail — they just fail to plan. Do you have a plan for 2009 that the dentist(s) and 
staff created together? 

5) Learn the lesson of a rainy day fund and start now. 

If you haven't already picked this gem up along the way in your dental practice, now is the perfect time to 
begin putting 10% of your receipts into a rainy day fund. This isn't the only period of uncertainty your practice 
will go through, and a reserve of cash is a wise and prudent resource you will be glad to have on hand. 

Emergencies of all kinds can occur in a practice, whether from external or internal events. A rainy day fund 
will allow your practice to ride these storms while you sleep better at night. 

Two recessions ago I had a great “aha” moment while listening to noted management guru Tom Peters 
discuss the current crisis. One thing he said stuck out clearly in my mind: “On calm seas, all ships show 
equal mastery.” The lesson is: It is on rough seas where we distinguish ourselves from all other sailors and 
build the resilience and strength that can create greater success in the future. 

As a practice leader, the actions you take will greatly affect your future. While we can't change the 
environment, we can change our response to it. This cycle shall pass — and for those practice leaders who 
take this opportunity to raise the bar and significantly improve their team and its work, it will be a defining 
moment. Maybe you weren't able to sleep through this storm, but by taking this one on and learning from it, 
you will certainly be able to sleep through the next one. 
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Robert Spiel, MBA, founded Spiel Consulting (www.SpielConsulting.com) to leverage his passion for 
working closely with dental professionals, guiding them toward peak performance and prosperity. He has 25 
years' experience in transformational leadership, combined with solid financial expertise. A member of the 
Speaking Consulting Network, he is available to speak nationwide. You may contact Spiel via e-mail at 
bob@spielconsulting.com. 
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The latest in loupe 
technology 

Gary Kadi 

 
 
 

 
 

For more on this topic, go to www.dentaleconomics.com and search using the following key words: Sikka 
Software, Dental Practice Optimizer, Dentrix, Eaglesoft, PracticeWorks, MOGO. 

Have you ever wondered where industry would be without some ? definitely not all ? of the technological 
advancements we have witnessed through the years? Not only in dentistry, but all around us? These life-
changing developments are as much daily necessities as the air we breathe; items so vital to a modern day 
lifestyle that we often feel frenzied when their access is limited or disappears. When you find something that 
works, like mobile wireless technology, you seek to use it for as many applications as possible. 
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I think loupes are just as necessary. I like to have fun with my Next Level clients, and sometimes I?ll hide 
their loupes when visiting their dental office. Witnessing doctors? rattled reactions can be quite amusing; it?s 
as if I had stolen their cell lifeline! I think you get the picture. Loupes have become part of the dental 
landscape. I recommend hygienists use them, too. Thanks to loupes, dental diagnosis, as we know it, will 
never be the same. 

I have been observing a guy in California for several years whom I believe has the ability to attach "loupes" 
onto our often confusing practice-management software. We could possibly survive without Dentrix®, 
Eaglesoft®, PracticeWorks®, or even MOGO®, but we would like these gorillas to do more. 

Some doctors have the expectation that their management software will run the office for them. Sikka 
Software Corporation offers the only software I have found that provides what I call the "MACS Data." It 
Magnifies, Aligns, Configures and Simplifies data for efficient use. 

Dental Practice Optimizer® from Sikka Software is the "loupes" that will enhance your ability to see your 
practice operate like never before. Think of how many fractures you may have missed in the past. Consider 
that you may be missing the "fractures" within your practice, too. Consider that these "fractures" are the 
profit bleeders of your game. 

I refer to them as blind spots ? the things that you don?t know that you don?t know. They simply haven?t 
been on your practice management radar. Now they can show up in your e-mail daily, weekly or monthly. 
They can even be sent automatically to your printer. 

Let me give you a couple of examples. My favorite tool that Sikka Software offers is the morning meeting 
reporting system. Each day measurable practice information is routed directly to your e-mail. There is 
something quite appealing about receiving things proactively versus tirelessly searching for answers. With 
this mechanism, I can conveniently view clients? daily updates from my laptop! 

I am a huge fan of world-class "huddles" that inspire, inform, and prepare teams to win daily. At Next Level, 
we teach dental practice teams that the primary objective of the daily meeting should be to create a game 
plan to gain patients who accept treatment, pay, and refer others. 

Of course, at the end of the day, it?s equally important to report team and individual performances. It is also 
fundamental to establish daily primary outcomes by position. This holds each team member accountable to 
those endorsed daily goals. In my experience, no tool has helped accomplish these principles better than 
Sikka Software?s Morning Meeting Report. 

The Morning Meeting Report provides a variety of information that assists dental practices with managing 
time, patient retention, and finances. A new patient list allows dental teams to discuss patients? personal 
motivators and possible barriers toward receiving recommended treatments. 

A list of daily scheduled patients shows outstanding balances so a practice can determine who needs to visit 
the "money lady" before that person?s appointment. My personal favorite is a section that lists outstanding 
treatment patients. With this tool, hygienists no longer need to hustle around each morning, sifting through 
patient charts. 

The research has already been done. A dental practice with Sikka?s software operates like this: each 
morning team members arrive ? the appointment coordinator prints reports for the morning huddle ? all 
gather around with time to spare, and review and plan for the day ahead. 

This saves not only time and headaches but also condenses and magnifies the key business indicators that 
will allow a practice to survive and thrive in today?s economy. You will no longer feel that urge to call your 
study club buddies to seek comfort and justification when your numbers are down. All of the answers lie 
within you, your practice, and your team. Having the right tools in place can help you find them. 

If you were to design your fantasy loupes, they would be able to see from different angles and at different 
levels of magnification. As loupes for your practice, Dental Practice Optimizer does exactly that. 
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From a big picture dashboard, you can zoom into practice analysis, patient analysis, and providers. 
Information is just a click away. This program lets you set the date range for the information you are viewing. 
A further zoom-in lets you delve into the nitty gritty and find those overlooked fractures. 

We have everything to succeed in dentistry. We have an established internal repeat-business system. We 
have our mother?s voice ingrained in our heads telling us to see the dentist twice a year. We have loupes to 
diagnose and deliver world-class dentistry. Now we have Sikka Software to magnify and simplify dental data 
so that we can efficiently and accurately take actions to win. Like other technology adopted in your lifetime, 
you will wonder how you ever lived without the Dental Practice Optimizer. 

Gary Kadi is president of Next Level Practice and author of the best-selling book "Million Dollar Dentistry." 
He helps turn dentists? offices into multimillion dollar businesses. For more information, visit 
www.nextlevelpractice.com. 
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Dental Economics and DentistryIQ  

Don’t Look 
Back 

Paul Feuerstein, DMD 

 

As a general practitioner, I think I have hit a temporary standstill in regard to new gadgets in the practice. 
The last few meetings (New York, Boston, Chicago, and Atlanta) have not introduced any new revolutions. 
Let me qualify that by saying that I have seen a few new soft-tissue lasers and a new microscope/loupe but 
nothing that would change my practice. On the horizon, there are some great new CAD/CAM products and 
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amazing conebeam CT units and software that I will report about soon. But for now, I have seen only 
refinements of items that are already on the market. 

Sirona, 1-800-DENTIST, and Discus combined to help reward their 

customers by sponsoring one of the parties at the Chicago 

Midwinter meeting in February. 
Click here to enlarge image 

 
 

There also are amazing corporate shifts taking place. Based on this, the old saying that “you need a 
scorecard to know who the players are” comes to mind. While interesting, most of this does not have a direct 
impact on the actual clinical practice - even though awareness is necessary in terms of who is distributing 
what. There are some politics in the background, and there are some camps who espouse radical 
responses to corporations. As consumers, we should be informed. 

But I suggest you read the reports carefully, sorting through the online chatter as best you can. We have to 
understand that companies who manufacture and sell products are not just there for fun. While trying to 
make a profit, their business decisions sometimes can be viewed as unpopular. It is easy to throw pot shots 
from the bleachers, where most of us sit. To be honest, we have little control over this situation anyway. In 
terms of fun, many of these companies reward customers with nice events at dental meetings or other 
venues. People who were at the Chicago Midwinter meeting know that they should thank Nobel Biocare, 
Sirona, 1-800-DENTIST, Discus, Biolase, and a few others. 

Let’s take a few moments to reassess what products we use and to check the systems in our offices. Much 
of the simple technology that was introduced in my office has been taken for granted. In some cases, it even 
has been overlooked. In addition, because of some staff changes, enthusiasm was missed initially. For 
example, when I first purchased the DIAGNOdent, everyone was trained and shown how to use it. We 
included it as part of our routine. When a new hygienist came on board, the first objective was to get that 
person familiar with patient flow, office procedures, and patients. As an aside, we added, “Oh, by the way, 
we have a DIAGNOdent.” 

Similar circumstances delayed use of the digital camera, patient education systems, and some clinical 
protocols such as the use of Arestin. We also get complacent with patient flow if the office is busy. But if a 
slowdown occurs, there is a mad scramble. Most practice-management systems have report generators that 
are either unused or just printed and stored in binders. These reports are often reviewed only quarterly. 

A simple report such as the “overdue recall report,” or a report on patients who have not been in for more 
than a year, generates much new production. It also locates problems of patients who might have departed 
the practice (they do not always let us know). 

Some even have died. When generating this report, you should be able to exclude patients who are out due 
to collection or patients who, for whatever reason, you might not wish to return. Recently, I read about an 
office that sends recalls to its full-denture patients after a few years. Many of these people have dental 
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insurance, so why not schedule them for an annual exam? Since there are oral cancer screening systems 
(such as ViziLite Plus and VELscope), this could become a remarkable service. 

A loose-fitting set of dentures could become a source of chronic irritation. Although not a specific cause of 
oral cancer, it can be a contributing factor. In addition, patients might not be aware that dentures can be 
relined, repaired, or replaced. Beyond this, perhaps patients are not wearing dentures because they are 
frustrated with them. 

This is an opportunity for an implant overdenture consultation. Some of us use mini-implants, which could be 
a far less expensive alternative for a patient who just assumed that implants cost several thousand dollars. 
Most people assume that if you have no teeth, you will need one implant for each tooth missing. They never 
have heard of an overdenture - or even thought about it. 

Although practice-management systems have reports, there are some new third-party products that can be 
helpful in examining your records. One, which works with several systems, is Demand Force. Since it is 
Web-based, you do not download any software. Demand Force reads your files and reports to you “live.” 

While the program is too comprehensive to detail in this column, it coexists with your practice-management 
software and helps reactivate patients, sends appointment reminders, sends and analyzes patient 
satisfaction surveys, and more. I am just scratching the surface For complete information and 
demonstations, go to www.demandforce.com. 

 
Surgeon uses the Life Optics Varioscope M5. 

 

Another new program is Patient Activator. It also reads your database and has many services for the 
practice. The first time the program is used, the database is checked for accuracy. The program even fills in 
e-mail and cell phone numbers of patients. Patient Activator has a comprehensive marketing program, 
including print mail and e-newsletters. The Web site (www.patientactivator.com) will give you more 
information than I can include here. 

Another company in this arena is Elexity (www.elexity.com). Also Web-based, the program works with your 
practice-management system, and includes patient retention and appointment reminders among its features. 

If you want a complete financial analysis of your database, such a system is available. Sikka 
(www.sikkasoft.com) software, which previously has been reviewed in this column, digs into the financial 
side of the database by helping to determine fee schedules and practice trends. I would be remiss in 
omitting it from this discussion. 

If the practice continues to operate, there is room for improvement. Systems may be outdated. There comes 
a time to reevaluate where you are in the practice. Many dentists hire consultants to do this at a great cost. 
Unfortunately, by the time they are contacted, there often is little they can do to right a sinking ship. But if a 
practice is running smoothly and you want to reach the next level, perhaps one of the products discussed 
could be helpful. 

Let me mention one amazing product that I saw in February in Chicago. An Austrian company, Life Optics, 
has developed a pair of head-mounted electronic loupes called the Varioscope. These loupes reminded me 
of “Robo Cop” - when you put them on and look at a patient’s mouth, you gaze through an eye-mounted 
video screen that zooms then quickly auto focuses on the area in which you are working. 

Original scopes were used in brain surgery, which requires precise vision. They range to 9x, and the image 
is sharp. Since I wear 2.5-3x loupes, it took little time for me to become accustomed to these on the 
typodont. If I have an opportunity to conduct a clinical demonstration, I will report on the results. Various 
models of the Varioscope range in cost from $11,000 to $30,000, depending on features. There are 
descriptions and videos on the company’s Web site (www.lifeoptics.com). 
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This year should bring many new high-end, high-tech products, so be sure to watch the pages of this 
column.  

P.S. Most of you who read this column know that column titles are generally song titles. This column title is 
dedicated to the memory of Brad Delp. 

Dr. Paul Feuerstein installed one of dentistry’s first computers in 1978. For more than 20 years, he has 
taught technology courses. He is a mainstay at technology sessions, including annual appearances at the 
Yankee Dental Congress, and he is an ADA seminar series speaker. A general practitioner in North Billerica, 
Mass., since 1973, Dr. Feuerstein maintains a Web site (www.computersindentistry.com) and can be 
reached by e-mail at drpaul@toothfairy.com. 
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V-Ring System from TrioDent - During some operative procedures, I really struggle with the new matrix 
systems with sectional matrix and rings. I get everything set up, ready to place the restorative material, when 
the wedge or the band slips, or the ring flies off the tooth. Then I have to start all over again - wishing I 
hadn’t thrown away all my Tofflemeyer retainers. Well, the solution has arrived, all the way from New 
Zealand. The V-Ring is the world’s first Nickel Titanium sectional matrix retainer ring. The NiTi is super 
elastic for great strength and resilience. Its unique V-shaped tines prevent the ring from collapsing into wide 
cavities. They also have excellent retention as they grip tightly into the undercuts on both teeth on both sides 
of the embrasure. When you touch the V-Ring after placement, it feels like it has firmly gripped the tooth. 
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This ring will work with narrow and wide embrasures and most types of bands. But wait, there’s more! The 
V-Ring is the only retainer ring I’ve found that does not interfere with the wedge. The V-Ring provides a 
space for the wedge between the legs of the tines. Now, the ring actually holds the wedge in place and 
makes the ring even more stable. In addition, the V-Ring holds the sectional matrix in the proper position so 
that it forms a natural anatomical shape. This also prevents the matrix from springing back and leaving a 
gap. The great tooth separation of the V-Ring system will create ideal contacts. Try one and I think you will 
agree that this is the best matrix system around. Order from www.Practicon.com or call (800) 959-9505 for 
more information. 

 
ELECTROtorque TLC from KaVo 

Click here to enlarge image 

 
 

ELECTROtorque TLC with Torque Limit Control from KaVo - Electric handpieces are now the paradigm 
in handpiece instrumentation. An increasing number of U.S. dentists are considering this shift in technology, 
and with good reason. Users have found that electric-driven handpieces are smoother and quieter with 
consistently high torque, regardless of load through the entire speed range. Most important, even beyond 
smooth, concentric cutting, users have noted more precise margins and defined contours with less effort in 
less time. Simply, performance and results are amazing. This system combines a brushless electric motor 
with two handpieces for all your high speed, low speed, and torque-control endodontic procedures. This 
electric handpiece has a high-speed range from 500 to 200,000 rpm, an operative speed range from 100 to 
40,000 rpm, and an endodontic speed range from 100 to 6,000 rpm with torque control and auto-
reverse/auto-forward. A convenient audible beep and flashing light notify you prior to going into auto-reverse 
when the preselected endo torque limit is reached. The endodontic operation is ready with a push of a 
button. This means that the staff can forget about searching for and setting up a separate endo motor. The 
water spray can be conveniently adjusted at the motor. The brushless motor on the ELECTROtorque TLC is 
easily sterilized for increased asepsis. Order from your dealer or, for more details, visit www.kavous.com. 

 
Solnit Quiet Grab Free HVE from Preat Corp. 
Click here to enlarge image 
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Solnit Quiet Grab Free HVE System from Preat Corporation - How many times a day do you or your 
assistant suck up your patients tongue, cheek, or lip with the evacuation tip? It happens all day, everyday in 
our office. I have discovered a solution to this problem! The Solnit system has designed an evacuator tip that 
eliminates tissue-grabbing and stops the “suck back” of debris and fluid. The new tip design significantly 
reduces the noise typically produced by evacuator tips. The unique nozzle design captures the mist that is 
often contaminating the operative area. An innovative curved tip provides a full field of vision for the 
operator, and also acts as an excellent retractor. The curved tip allows the assistant to rotate from side to 
side with a turn of the wrist, and still access the corners of the mouth and maintain a close proximity to the 
handpiece and aerosol mist. This is a win for the dentist, the dental assistant, and the patient. This is one 
you need to try to appreciate. Order from www.preat.com or call (800) 232-7732. 

 
NeoDiamond single-patient-use diamonds from 

Microscopy 
Click here to enlarge image 

 
 

NeoDiamond
®
 from Microcopy - These are my favorite economical single-patient-use diamonds. New 

technology makes NeoDiamond a premium quality instrument that is also economical. Although they can be 
sterilized and reused like expensive competitive brands, there are many advantages to disposing after one 
use. You are assured of a sterile, fresh, fast-cutting diamond the first time, every time. Your staff will love 
you for their new-found freedom from maintaining used diamonds, and you will love not worrying about dull, 
used diamonds. The reasonable cost eliminates the need to recoup the expense by reusing diamonds. The 
NeoDiamond is very effective for infection control because you throw them away after one use. I would like 
to particularly call your attention to the excellent line of finishing diamonds. You can make final adjustments 
and smooth the surface of composite, glass ionomer, and porcelain restorations in one step. The extremely 
uniform coating of 30 microns grit allows NeoDiamond Finishing Diamonds to cut smoothly, without vibration 
or damage to your restorations. These diamonds should be used with minimal pressure, adequate water 
spray, and a consistent wiping motion. Order all NeoDiamonds online at www.microcopydental.com or call 
(800) 235-1863. 

 
Dental Practice Optimizer from Sikka Software 

Corp. 
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Click here to enlarge image 

 
 

Dental Practice Optimizer
™

 from Sikka Software Corporation - I have often emphasized watching the 
numbers in your practice to make your dental business the best it can be. I want you to be aware of a new 
company, Sikka Software Corporation, that offers products that go beyond where dental practice-
management systems stop. It reads data automatically from all major practice management systems, such 
as Dentrix

®
, EagleSoft

®
, SoftDent

®
, Easy Dental

®
, MOGO

®
, PracticeWorks

®
, and others, and your financial 

systems such as QuickBooks
®
, PeachTree

®
, Microsoft Money

®
, and others to optimize your business of 

dentistry using an easy-to-use dashboard. Until now, your collection and production has been completely 
separate from your accounts payable and financial systems. You had to go to two or more separate 
locations to get information on suppliers, costs, account balances, regulatory and compliance information, 
license and CE units management, and emergency management. Now there is a single place where you 
can manage all aspects of the business of your practice. Sikka Software builds business management 
systems such as Fee Schedule Optimizer that reads frequency, revenue, current fees, time units, lab costs, 
chair time splits, doctor’s and assistant’s time value, and dental cost of living. In addition, it establishes a 
profitability vector that it compares to a Zip code-level database of more than 55,000 dentists, and 
recommends a fee schedule that is more aligned with the unique way each dentist practices. The Dental 
Practice Optimizer

™
 (DPO) calculates information on practice vital signs, valuation analysis, overhead, 

inventory management, suppliers, costs, account balances and much more from your own practice data. In 
short, DPO automatically tracks everything in your practice and runs as a service in the background with 
easy setup and customization. DPO integrates the highly successful Fee Optimizer/Fee Schedule 
Optimizer

®
, Accounts Receivable Management System, and Excess Inventory Resale System from Sikka 

Software Corporation. You can finally take charge of optimizing fees, maximizing profitability, removing the 
headache of runaway receivables, and recovering cash in inventory from DPO. Contact Sikka Software 
Corporation by calling (866) 856-7119 (toll free) or go to www.sikkasoft.com. Be sure to ask for the name of 
someone in your area who is using the system. These systems will really reveal where your practice is and 
where it could be.  

Pluck recommendations have been enabled. (Article/282282) 
Pluck comments have been enabled. (Article/282282) 

 

Dental Practice Optimization - how 
you become an effective CEO dentist 

Dr. Sam Cigno 
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What if you could see all major business indicators of your dental practice in as little as five minutes in an 
easy-to-use “dashboard” with red indicating a problem area and green indicating everything is OK? What if 
you could know for sure about things you have always “dealt with” by the seat of your pants? You know, 
things like, “If there’s enough money in the bank, I’m doing OK,” or, “If I’m booked up for two weeks with 
good appointments, I’m fine.” 

Not only do managers need to know specifics about their business, but employees need to have metrics 
with which to measure their effectiveness. Professor Howard Gardner in Harvard Business Review 2006 
identifies 20 Breakthrough Ideas for 2006. At the top of the list is “The Synthesizing Leader” - one who has 
the ability to decide what data to heed, which to ignore, and how to organize and communicate information. 
Such abilities will be among the most important traits of business executives in this century. 

Sikka Software Corporation offers the first product to integrate accounting systems with practice-
management systems. Dental Practice Optimizer

™
, or DPO, reads data automatically from both practice-

management and financial systems - no manual input is necessary. 

Until now, your collection and production have been completely separate from your accounts payable and 
financial systems. You had to go to two or more locations for information on practice vital signs, valuation 
analysis, overheads, inventory management, suppliers, costs, account balances, patient analysis, regulatory 
and compliance information, license and CE-units management, and emergency management. Now, there 
is a single place where you can manage all aspects of the business of your practice. DPO runs every night, 
and can e-mail reports of your choice to your practice consultant, accountant, office manager, and you. 

DPO automatically tracks and scores everything in your practice in a dashboard with easy setup and 
customization. It helps you with every aspect of business optimization, including setting your fee schedules, 
A/R management, inventory management, suppliers, support, overhead, patient analysis, marketing 
analysis, and ROI, so you are never more than a mouse click away from knowing and monitoring the 
business heartbeat of your dental practice. DPO also has a built-in embezzlement analysis module, which 
can identify several types of financial irregularities. 

With this tool, you can take charge of optimizing fees, maximizing profitability, removing the headache of 
runaway receivables, recovering cash in inventory, and leveraging 1:1 marketing through easy-to-use 
referral analysis from DPO. 

Key features 

• Real-time practice vital signs 

• Practice valuation report 

• Supplier analysis; overhead analysis 

• Insurance-to-cash revenue analysis 

• Emergency management 

• Google-style search feature for your practice 

• Real-time analysis of cash flow 

• Regulatory module, license repository, and support management 

• Integrated Fee Optimizer/Fee Schedule Optimizer
®
 and Accounts Receivable Management 

System
™

 

• Business insurance analysis 

DPO reports and charts 

• Crystal Reports
®
 engine can generate reports in any format, including PDF, Excel, Word, etc. 

• Practice Vital Signs and Practice Fee Analysis 

• Practice Analysis, Profitable Employer Analysis 

• Valuation Analysis, Inventory Analysis, Salaries and Staff Analysis 

• Practice A/R Analysis and Action, Patient Payment and Attrition Analysis 

• Practice Cash Flow Analysis, Bank Loan Analysis, Overhead Analysis 
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• Insurance to Cash Analysis and Patient Analysis, Referral ROI Analysis 

• Dental, Lab, Computer, and Office supplier analysis. 

• Alerts, notifications, and information on regulatory, compliance, Continuing Education (CE), and 
emergency management. 

Key benefits 

• One location to manage all business, regulatory, and financial aspects of your dental practice. You 
have complete flexibility and your data stays in your practice 

• DPO automatically reads data from your practice-management system, including Dentrix
®
, 

Softdent
®
, Eaglesoft

®
, EasyDental

®
, PracticeWorks

®
, Mogo

®
, DentalVision

®
, and others. 

• Integrate with major financial systems such as QuickBooks
®
, Quicken

®
, PeachTree

®
, and 

MSMoney
®
 

• Real-time analysis and customized daily/monthly updates 

• Monitor the heartbeat of your practice 

Sam E. Cigno, DDS, FAGD, has been practicing dentistry in St. Louis since 1964. He is continually 
educating himself and his team about the newest techniques and approaches in dentistry. Dr. Cigno can be 
reached at (314) 741-5133 or e-mail scigno@hotmail.com. 
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